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This beautiful poem is by the Syrian poet Nizaar   
Qabbaani (1923-1998). In this poem the poet describes 

his real – or imaginary – visit to al-Hamraa', and 

through his conversation with his Spanish guide, he 

tries to muse on the tragic history of Muslim Spain. 
 

From an Islaamic point of view, Nizaar's poems have 

many objectionable materials. But fortunately, this 

poem does not have any such material. 
 

I am presenting the poem with its English translation.  
 

In the light of the readers' comments and questions, I 

shall write the lexical and grammatical notes 
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At the entrance of al-Hamraa was our meeting. 

How sweet is a meeting without an appointment!  
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'Are you Spanish?', I asked her.  

'Yes', she said, 'And in Granada was my birth.'  
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Granada!  

Seven centuries woke up in those eyes  

after a long sleep. 
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And the Omayyads!  

Their flags flying high,  

and their steeds closely following one another. 
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How strange is History!  

How it brought me back (to meet)  

a brown skinned granddaughter 

among my grandchildren. 
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A damascene face.  

In it, I could catch a glimpse  

  of the eyelids of a Bilqiis,  

and the neck of a Su"aad! 
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I could see our ancient house  

and a room where my mother  

used to stretch out my pillow.  

***   
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'Damascus? Where could it be?' (she asked.) 

'You could see it in your long flowing hair 

- a river of darkness', I said.   
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'In your Arabian face,  

in your mouth (and teeth)  

 
 

Which have preserved to this day  

the suns of my land.' 
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'In the perfumes of Jannat al-"arif (Generalife)  

And in its water  

- In the jasmine,  

In the sweet basil,  

In the citrus plants. 
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She walked with me with her tresses panting  

And gasping behind her like the ears of corn  

left unharvested. 
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Her long earring shining along her neck  

Like the candle lights on the Christmas eve. 
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I walked like a child behind my guide;  

And behind me History – a heap of ashes. 
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I could almost hear the pulse  

of the decorative designs,  

And the embroidery at the ceiling  

calling (me). 
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'Here is the Alhambra,  

a pride of my forefathers', she said.  

'Read on its walls my glories.' 
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'Her glories!' (I exclaimed)  

wiping a bleeding wound,  

and another in my heart.  
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How I wish my pretty heiress  

knew that those whom she meant  

are really my forefathers. 
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While bidding her farewell,  

I embraced in her person  

a man called Taariq ibn Ziyaad. 
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